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Abstract. Personal health records (PHRs) have been a global trend in recent
decade. It has been seen as a concept and tool that could help patients main-
taining health, improving their well-being, and supporting communication with
healthcare professional etc. Despite the great amount of research about PHR
there is no consensus what a PHR actually means in academic literature or other
arenas. There are multiple terms in use and multiple definitions which set
challenges for rational discourse between citizens/patient, healthcare providers,
system developers and policy makers. Especially, when citizens—as key
stakeholder—should also be able to understand what those systems are we need
clear and understandable definition for PHR’s. In the paper, we conduct a brief
survey for different definitions and show the problems that arise with the
incoherent use of the term “PHR”.
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1 Introduction

Rantanen and Heimo [1] state in their article about definition of term patient infor-
mation system (PIS): “To have a discussion with one another we require a common set
of terms understood by everyone. To develop complex multidisciplinary information
systems we need a possibility for discussion. To enhance our level of healthcare we
require complex multidisciplinary information systems. Thus, the further development
of terminology in the subject is not only recommended but required.”

The same statement applies to all terms in field of health related informatics1. The
need for clearing the terminology of health informatics and health information tech-
nology is pointed out by several authors [2]. Besides PIS, terms like eHealth, electronic
medical record (EMR) and electronic health record (EHR) have had their share of
critique about vagueness and multiple meanings [3–5]. Also definition of personal
health record (PHR)—or lack of it—has been noted before [6–9]. However, there is
still no consensus about what does the term PHR mean or what separates it from
several similar terms used to describe information systems for health information
management.

1 Medical informatics, nursing informatics, health informatics, etc. Note that field(s) itself has not been
able to create the common name for the research area.
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Although many scholars seem to agree, that there indeed is a problem with ter-
minology in health informatics, not all share this view. For example, Coiera [10,
p. 113] states that “With such a wide variation in the functions that could be expected
from an EMR, it is probably unwise to try to define the EMR in any formal way. It is
more fruitful to observe that there are a range of clinical activities that use and com-
municate information, and that some of these can be supported through the introduction
of technology”.

However, there are several problems if we accept situation where term are not
properly defined. By accepting unclear terms we lack of common ground for discus-
sion, face problems of interpreting the current literature etc. We will focus those
problems in more detail later in this paper. However, we want to note it shortly here: to
solve problems we need to have a discussion, and to have meaningful discussion
participants need to have the same understanding about the used terms—in this case
about the term PHR. It seems that based on confusing use of terms in academic
literature we have ended up in situation where understating about PHR is obscured: our
academic discourse/understanding is blurred and political communication can be even
claimed to be infertile.

In this paper, we focus on the definition of PHR and problems that lack of definition
creates. In the second section, we will give insight to background of PHRs and role of
those in the healthcare and health(care) informatics. In the third section, we present the
state of incoherence in the PHR term use and present some variation of the term2. In the
fourth section, we present examples of problems that these several conceptualizations
and vague definitions of PHR create for public discussion and academic research. In the
fifth section, we are using Habermas [11, 12] as source for our consideration for needed
discourse and to highlight the need for consensus about terms and their definitions. In
the final chapter, we draw the conclusions and shed light on our future research.

2 Background of PHRs

In today’s society, healthcare is changing from doctor centered to consumer centered
service, where individuals are authorities of their own health instead of being mere
passive patients [13]. Thus, the patients are more and more seen as customers that must
be served. This has set the need for information systems used in healthcare and PHR is
getting more and more attention as it has this personal aspect build in [14, 15]. Shared
decision-making and PHRs as part of it is seen as promising approach in healthcare
even it has not achieve the expectations [16]. Therefore, PHR can be reasonably seen as
central technology and concept for patient/customer/citizen -oriented healthcare in this
patient-centered and even individualist era of healthcare.

Simultaneously, paradigm of healthcare is moving—or at least it should be—from
sickness centered care towards preventive care where the aim is to support the health of
individual and hence help them to achieve personal plans [17–20]. Thus, in modern

2 Even the claim that those terms are variation of PHR is actually inconsistent with spirit of this paper
that seeks the clear terminological coherence of life.
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society individuals are seen more and more as experts of their own health and as the
ones, who should be the ones taking care of their well-being in sickness and in health—
although they still may need support from medical professionals.

Internet and web-based services have allowed people access vast amount of
information about well-being, that traditionally has been a privilege of medical pro-
fessionals. It has been argued that also people’s perception of health has shifted toward
more holistic view, and that they are actually more interested in gathering information
about their health. [18, 21, 22] Simultaneously, technological development has made it
also easier to track and measure one’s health. An extreme example of this is the rise of
the bio-hacker culture [23].

More modest example is the popularity of personal health records (PHRs) among
healthcare service providers. Many countries, researcher and healthcare organizations
seem to believe, that PHRs are the solution to the sustainability gap of public healthcare
system [22–24]. However, lack of inter-operationality between EHRs and PHRs still
exists, even though the first notions of PHRs can be traced back to the late 1970s [25].
Likewise, even though there has been effort to increase the use of PHRs the adoption
rate has been low [26].

Nevertheless, healthcare is under pressure to become more efficient due to aging of
the population, which is assumed to decrease available funding as well as increase
demand of healthcare services [20]. PHRs are seen as solutions that offer several
benefits that can help to achieve more sustainable healthcare [7]. In theory, users of
PHRs can get more accurate health information, monitor their own health and com-
municate easier with healthcare professionals [22, 27, 28].

These theoretical benefits are seen as gateway to more efficient and sustainable
healthcare, since it is assumed that by focusing on more preventive measures and by
providing people self-treatment instructions the demand of healthcare will decrease
[29]. Some studies have shown that use of PHRs may be a key component when
designing new models of healthcare. It has been shown that in case of chronically ill
patients, PHRs have provided better coordination of care, communication and patient
empowerment as well as decreased need for consulting a doctor [22, 27, 29].

Besides effects that will rise from more autonomous patients, wider utilizing of
PHRs is seen as an action that will benefit also healthcare professionals. In theory, if
patients use PHRs, healthcare professional will get more accurate information to work
on and thus, the quality of treatment will improve. [6, 29] Thus, PHRs are often
represented as a simple (technical) solution to a major problem facing healthcare.
However, as we can see from the past, problems with efficiency in healthcare have
rarely been solved by simple implementation of an information system [30–33]. In
healthcare, careless attempts to change the healthcare system by implementing a
technical system, have in the worst-case scenarios led to loss of human lives—such as
in case of London Ambulance service [34].

It must be remembered, that this example is extreme and more often the conse-
quences are less severe. For instance, it has been studied that promoted benefits of
electronic medical records (EMR) such as efficiency and cost savings are rarely met,
because these systems are not designed to support the processes of healthcare pro-
fessionals, but rather to full-fill the idea of new and efficient process [30, 32, 35].
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Thus, it could be beneficial to conduct more user-centered design and development of
these kinds of systems to acknowledge social dimension.

In case of PHRs, majority of users are not medical professionals but individuals that
have varying knowledge, motivations and goals when using these systems. User groups
can vary from individuals that live specific chronic condition to whole nations [33].
This makes the users of PHRs more heterogeneous group than for instance the users of
EMRs and thus, conducting a user-centered design and development more challenging.

Since many countries are currently developing their public healthcare with
implementation of PHRs [33], we argue that it should be possible to develop these
systems based on public discussion. This discussion should allow willing citizens to
participate on development of governmental PHRs, so that these systems would serve
them in the best possible way and make it possible to reach more sustainable healthcare
that is seen as goal of national PHR development.

3 Different Terms and Various Meanings

The wide use of term PHR’s is evident and intuitively it can seems to be quite
straightforward term to use. However, the PHR is concept that is neither unambiguous
or generally defined but instead has long and changeable history. [13] Although PHRs
have been lately discussed as something new and innovative, in reality the concept has
been first used in the late 1960s. During the 1970s and 1980s term PHR was used in the
literature referring the paper-based document that was carried by individual. During
these decades cases research was focusing to some group of people—as young female
students in Japan—or some social concerns as maternal and child health [13].

We claim that the 1990s was a decade when it really started to be noted and new
millennium is time when it popped up to be a mainstream term of healthcare (IS) re-
search. In the 1990s the PHR was used also as “patient-held health record” and this
idea of patient-held approach has been trend in literature even there was also other
derivatives of term PHR [13]. Nowadays it seems that term PHR is stabilized to mean
personal health records.

The problem is same for the whole area of healthcare information system research
we do not have common definition for acronyms that are used in research [1, 5, 6]. In
other words, it seems that field do not have common understanding about the terms. In
most cases articles using terms—as PHR, EHR etc.—are not using any clear definition.
However, there are some occasionally, but not systematically, used definitions of PHR.
In addition that we have different meanings for term PHR there found different
variants/modification for it such as:

• interactive preventive health record (IPHR) [36]
• electronic personal health record (ePHR) [37]
• personally controlled health management systems (PCHMS) [38]
• mobile personal health records (mPHR) [15]
• personal health record application (PHA) [39]
• self-management mobile personal health record (SmPHR) [40]
• personal electronic health records (P-EHR) [41]
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Likewise, there are commonly used two categories for PHR’s: Tethered PHR’s that
are part of EHR or at least connected to it and Stand-alone ones that are independent
records even the categories can overlap [6]. There exists somewhat known and used
definitions for PHRs even those still cannot seen that they have established position or
recognition in the field of Health informatics. For instance, definitions from Markle
Foundation are to some extend used in scientific literature.

Markle foundation: “A PHR is an Internet-based set of tools that allows people to
access and coordinate their lifelong health information and make appropriate parts of it
available to those who need it” [42] and “an electronic application through which
individuals can access, manage and share their health information, and that of others for
whom they are authorized, in a private, secure, and confidential environment.” [43].

There are, however, some problems with these definitions. These definitions [42,
43] suggest, that PHR cannot be anything else than an electronic system. This is
problematic, since individuals can, and probably do, also store information about their
health on paper [44]. Thus, defining PHR as “internet-based” or as “an electronic
application” is too narrow to grasp the full spectrum of PHRs, which have been and
still can be also analogical systems.

First definition of Markle Foundation [42], also suggests that in order to a system
be a PHR, the information should cover the whole life of individual. This is rather
optimistic idea since some PHRs can be linked to local patient information systems,
and thus, information can be limited to specific time that individual has lived in that
area. Even if PHR is not limited to certain area, it is not likely that an individual would
use the same system their whole life, since people are keen to try new systems in order
to find one that fits their needs [23].

Markle Foundation’s second definition [43] does also suggest, that a PHR is a PHR
only if it is in “private, secure, and confidential environment”. Since, health infor-
mation is private information, these attributes should be noted when designing a PHR.
Nevertheless, it cannot be stated that a PHR is not a PHR, when it is a target of hacking
or its environment is otherwise compromised. Thus, private, secure and confidential
environment is only a preferable characteristic of PHR, not one that defines it.

For instance, International Organization for Standardization (ISO) has also made an
effort to form a definition for PHR. Although earlier definitions share the problems of
being limited to electronic PHRs and desirable features [22], the updated version from
2014 avoids these problems.

ISO definition: “PHR representation of information regarding or relevant to the
health, including wellness, development, and welfare of a subject of care, which may
be stand-alone or integrating health information from multiple sources, and for which
the individual, or their authorized representative, manages and controls the PHR
content and grants permissions for access by and/or sharing with other parties” [45].

This definition of ISO does not limit PHRs to electronic systems, does not assume
that a PHR contains lifelong information, and it does not mix preferable characteristics
with fundamental aspects. However, this particular version from 2014 has been rarely
used in the scientific papers. It could serve as a good ground definition to PHR—if it
would be used. However, there is still need to analyze this definition and its relation to
other terms used, since it might not sufficient to cover them all.
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4 Problems and Challenges

The aforementioned heterogeneous use of term will harm research on PHR’s as we lack
the common agreement or understanding what PHRs actually are. In some articles PHR
can mean the extension for EHR so that patient has possibility to see their patient
information and in some occasions manage their information. However, in another
article PHR is seen as stand-alone system for collecting information about one’s health.
Thus, despite the efforts made in defining this term, there is a conceptual vacuum that
can create misunderstandings and other problems.

Besides there being many different definitions in scientific writings there is also a
problem of not defining what is meant by PHR [13, 46, 47]. This, we argue, is more
severe problem than using any of the existing definitions or creating a yet another
definition. This is a major problem due to variety of different definitions and inter-
pretations that people can have. Hence, when definition is not given, readers can
interpret the term PHR in different way that the writers would have assumed. Misin-
terpretations can lead to misinterpretation of the whole written work and thus,
undermine its purpose.

This also creates a problem of comparability, since without knowing the implicit
interpretation about PHR that different authors have, we cannot compare the results [1,
48]. For example, if one author claims that PHRs have been beneficial in certain situ-
ation and other claims opposite and both have neglected defining the PHR, can we trust
that they are talking about same kind of PHR? On the other hand, also use of different
definitions and variety similar terms makes it hard to compare and combine results in
whole research area. This causes unnecessary fragmentation of research, that could be
solved with consensus about terms and definitions used in literature. As mentioned,
some definitions have gained more popularity than others in scientific community, but
there are major differences between them.

It could be also claimed, that many of these definitions fail to capture some fun-
damental aspects of PHRs or, on the contrary, focus on irrelevant aspects that are not
fundamental as noted earlier. On the other hand, the definition by ISO [45]—which
seems to grasp the basic idea of PHR—has not been taken into use. Instead, there is an
unfortunate habit of not stating what is meant by the term PHR. Existence of multiple
definitions, lack of definitions and variety of interpretations force us down to con-
ceptual analysis of the essence of PHR—a laborious task that should be conducted in
another paper.

These problems do not limit to the scientific community alone. If scientific com-
munity has disagreements and contradictory interpretations about the definition of
PHR, it can be assumed that laymen have no better understanding what is meant by this
concept. Since PHRs are affecting and will be affecting large masses of people in the
future, there should be a possibility to understand these systems that will handle their
private health information.

Development of national PHRs highlights the need for clear and commonly
understood definition of PHR. As said, PHRs affect and will affect many people in the
future and to develop them we should be able to discuss about them not only among
professionals, but also with people that are or will be ones to use them [33]. The lack of
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definition or the lack of consensus about the meaning of PHR is a barrier of having a
meaningful discourse, since people having the conversation could have very different
interpretation about what is a PHR in the first place.

5 Rational vs Quasi-Rational Discourse

As basis for meaningful discourse we are using the rational discourse by Habermas
where all subjects of legislation have possibility to take part in discourse [11]. The
Habermasian rational discourse is based on arguments which are evaluated by
rationality and plausibility. Those arguments can be based on logic, ethics, or other
justified basis. The condition for rational discourse is that no strategic games are
allowed in it. A strategic game is a way of using power against others by using
something other than a better argument as bargain, and this is not allowed. Like
Lyytinen and Hirschheim [49] shows, the Habermas’s rational discourse is promising
approach for understanding social aspects of IS. Especially important is the idea that
norms should be formed through discourse in which every stakeholder is given a
possibility to be involved [11].

Thus, the rational discourse is way to act where agreement can be forged. Discourse
has four criteria to be described as rational one. Those are clarity, truthfulness, cor-
rectness and appropriateness. In addition for those criteria, there certain ground rules.
First, actor have possibility to participate discourse and express their arguments.
Secondly, all actors need to accept the better and thus more rational argument over
inferior one [11]. These four criteria are used as basis of rationality and thus can be
used to analyze current discourse about PHRs in the public sphere [12] and also in the
academic literature.

However, even Habermasian discourse is just an ideal state and may not be ever
reached, it does not mean that we should abandon idea. If we not even try to reach this
rationality, we are prisoners of quasi-rational discourse. By Quasi-rationality we are
referring to discourse that can by first view seem to be rational one but actually is based
on nonsense, jargon and in best scenario; bad interpretation of evidence [50].

In case of national PHRs it we argue, that it is not recommended, but required to
make discussion possible especially in democratic countries. However, this task cannot
be left solely too governmental officials, who too often have no experience in the field
of information systems and tend to make definitions that do not grasp the full nature of
an information system [33]. Instead the political discussion is in many cases based on
jargon, nonsense and quasi-rationality [50].

6 Conclusion

As shown before we can state that healthcare is evolving together with—or because—
technological development. However, it seems that high expectations laid upon
information technologies as solution for challenges of healthcare are not met. Espe-
cially, PHRs are seen as solutions that have momentum to make people more active,
informed and at the end healthy.
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The problem is that we do not even know what we are referring with the term PHR.
When literature of health informatics is missing common terminology it means that it is
actually impossible make comparison between conducted research as focus of those
can be on different kind of systems even terms as similar. This has consequences as
research findings can be contradictory. If one research sees PHR as stand-alone memo
made by individual and other sees it as extension of EHR (used by healthcare pro-
fessionals) where patient access to see part of their medical information, the conclusion
most likely will differ. Using different terms as synonyms is not helpful either.

Thus, we have a problem here. The terms used in field of health informatics should
be carefully analyzed and clearly defined so that we can discuss these matters. We
should find a consensus about meaning of the term PHR, so that we could develop
these systems to be better and to do so, we should also make it possible to the users to
participate in the meaningful discussion.

This means that we need to review the terms and definitions used in literature
systemically. In future research we are aiming to conduct systematic review of main
terms like PHR and EHR. The long term goal is to create ontology of health informatics
terminology based on these reviews. In addition to that, there is need to persuade the
researchers of the field to start use those defined terms that ontology offers and also
engage those researchers to develop that ontology in future in a meaningful way.
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